Albertville Parks & Recreation
Enjoy Your Visit

What is a birdieball?
Birdieball was developed by Richard &
John Breaker. They won a new product
award at the 2004 PGA merchandise
show and have been making headlines
around the world. The birdieball spins
exactly like a golf ball. That is why it
flies exactly like a golf ball, but for a
shorter distance. The reverse spin
around the birdieball’s center of gravity
created with the loft of the club is similar to a golf ball.

Birdieball
Golf Course
Play For Free!
No real golf balls Please.

When a golf ball fades or slices, its axis
is tilted (for a right handed golfer) from
left to right. When it draws or hooks,
its axis is tilted from right to left.
The non-dimpled surface, as well as the
straight sides resists flight. The radius
on the leading edge and the aerodynamic hole through the center encourages flight and lift. The oscillation between the two as it rotates from air
brake to airfoil makes the turbine
sound. The lifting aspects help it hang
in the air; the braking aspects reduce
the distance it travels. The combination
of the two makes it a short flight, long
hang-time device.

Purchase your birdieball
& accessories at the Rec.
Dept. office,915 West
McKinney Ave.
The nine hole course is located beside
the tennis complex at 908 Nelson Rd. To
purchase your birdieball, stop by the Rec.
Dept. office at 915 West McKinney Ave.

Phone:

Albertville Parks & Recreation Birdieball Course Play For Free!
Course Description

Why use a velocity tee?
Experiencing the true feel and seeing
the true flight of the birdieball hit
with a driver will improve your ability

Hole # 2

460 CC driver and practice hitting

66 Yards, Par 4

maximum of 70
yards, this
heavy feeling

Strike Pad

practice method has all of the

Accessories Price List
Items

Quantity

82 Yards, Par 4 (50 yards to creek)

to control a real golf ball. Use your
your driver anywhere! Traveling a

Birdieball

Hole # 1

51 Yards, Par 4
Hole # 4

attributes of a

43 Yards, Par 3

golf ball. Draw

Hole # 5

it, fade it, crush

Price

Hole # 3

it!

47 Yards, Par 3

Birdieball

1

$3

Birdieballs

3

$8

Why use a strike pad?

71 Yards, Par 4

Strike Pad

1

$25

It protects the ground from the club.

Hole # 7

Tee Packs
Rental Clubs

1
1

$10
$1 ea

All accessories are available at the Rec.
Dept. office at 915 West McKinney Ave.

The rules are the same as in standard
golf; except you may place your birdieball on the strike pad or tee after every
shot. (This is to protect your clubs as
well as the ground. The course may be
rough & rocky in some areas) You must
also orient the birdieball with the hole
pointing up & down before you hit it.

Hole # 6

When you hit a golf ball that only
goes 40 yards, you’re usually hitting
in places that were not meant for golf
clubs, thereby saving lawns & parks
from damage. (Taking divots in your
backyard, park, school yard, or gymnasium is usually frowned upon.)

The strike pad’s camber allows you to
hit down and through the ball, simulating taking a divot, but not taking
an actual divot. Now you can practice
anywhere, even on concrete, asphalt
and dirt! It also protects the club
from the ground.

71 Yards, Par 4
Hole # 8
105 Yards, Par 5 (83 yards to creek)
Hole # 9
60 Yards, Par 4
Course is open 7 days per week,
7am—dusk.
Course can be played with only 1
club. ( 9 iron or wedge) But any clubs
can be used. No putter needed. When
the birdieball hits any part of the target, the hole is completed.

